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This study examined syllable duration as a cue to the right edge of Tone Sandhi Groups (TSGs) 

in Taiwan Southern Min (TSM). There are two research questions. First, what is the durational 

pattern before TSG breaks? Specifically, does the presence of pre-boundary lengthening at TSG 

breaks rely on the overlap between TSG breaks and boundaries of prosodic units such as inter-

mediate phrases (ip) and intonational phrases (IP)? 

Tone sandhi in TSM is a phonological process where all syllables except for the rightmost one in 

a TSG, which correspond to syntactic constituents [1] categorically switch their tones. The 

boundaries of TSG are defined based on the presence of syllables without a categorical tonal 

change, i.e., in their citation tones. For example, in /hak4→2 siŋ55# aj21→53 thak4→2 tsheʔ2#/ “Stu-

dents love/have to read books”, the TSGs /hak4→2 siŋ55/ “students” and /aj21→53 thak4→2 tsheʔ2/ 

“love/have to read books” are identified based on the presence of /siŋ55/ and /tsheʔ2/ in the cita-

tion tones. This definition is different from that of ip and IP breaks in TSM, which are defined 

and identified based on the gradient cues such as lengthening and pitch range [2]. For the present 

study, we examined whether TSG breaks, defined without reference to prosodic cues, exhibit 

similar pre-boundary lengthening patterns as previously found in TSM [3]. 

The second research is how the correlation between high surprisal and longer duration changes in 

different prosodic conditions. The correlation between a linguistic unit’s predictability (i.e., lexi-

cal frequency, conditional probability) and its acoustic cues has been well-established [4, 5, 6] 

We aimed to test the hypothesis that the prosodic structure may constraint the direct relationship 

between acoustic cues and information [7, 8] by examining the correlation between syllable du-

ration and surprisal at different prosodic conditions. The measurements include unigram surprisal 

−log P(word) representing lexical frequencies and forward/backward bigram surprisal −log 

P(word|context) representing local contextual probability [5, 6]. 

Speech data were extracted from an 8-hour spontaneous speech corpus [2] with materials from 

16 speakers, which contained annotations of TSGs, ips, and IPs. The data that went into analysis 

contained 10934 TSGs made up of 46414 syllables (35545 words). To control for the influence 

of prosodic conditions, we investigated syllables at TSG boundary matching with an intonational 

phrase boundary (TSG+IP), an intermediate phrase boundary (TSG+ip), and neither (TSG-only). 

Surprisal were obtained from a language model trained with the SRILM toolkit [9] with modified 

Kesner-Ney smoothing [10] on a written corpus containing 4.7 Million words [11].  

Results showed penultimate and final lengthening at all three types of TSG boundaries (p 

< .0001 for all pairs of comparisons). In other words, TSG boundaries exhibited pre-boundary 

lengthening even without overlapping with larger iP and IP breaks. The overlap mostly resulted 

in an incremental lengthening of the final syllable: TSG+IP boundaries have the longest final syl-

lable, followed by TSG+ip boundaries and TSG-only boundaries (p < .001).  
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As for the effect of surprisal as a func-

tion of prosodic conditions, we found 

that unigram surprisal was significant at 

all conditions except for the final posi-

tion across three boundary types (p 

< .05). Forward bigram surprisal was 

significant for all but the final position 

for TSG-only breaks (p < .001) and only 

significant for the penultimate position 

TSG+ip and TSG+IP (p < 001). Finally, 

backward bigram surprisal had a posi-

tive effect for TSG-only breaks at all po-

sitions except for the final (p < .01), for 

TSG+IP breaks at initial/medial and pe-

nultimate positions (p < .01), and nota-

bly, a negative effect at the final posi-

tion of TSG+IP breaks (p < .0001), 

which potentially suggest syllables in 

words with low likelihood at the utter-

ance-final position were lengthened. 

To sum up, TSG breaks overlapping with different levels of prosodic breaks share similar pre-

boundary lengthening in terms of the domain, with the presence of a larger prosodic mainly re-

sulting in a larger size of final lengthening. As for the interaction with surprisal effects, the posi-

tive correlation between high surprisal and longer duration is found to be neutralized at the final 

position, which is consistent with the view that prosodic marking of boundaries may constrain 

predictability effects. The neutralizing trend was also found to be consistent regardless of bound-

ary strength other than between backward surprisal and TSG+IP boundaries. 
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Figure 1. Upper panel: syllable duration as a function of posi-
tion (x axis) & boundary type (color/shape). Lower panel: ef-
fect of surprisal as a function of position (x axis) & boundary 
type (color/shape) 




